Fancy Pets Thrill Kids
If nothing else, it proved that as long as there are kids, there will be dogs to play with.

We checked it out and a little kid, a cat, and the local bird were all running around excitedly.

The other day, the dogs entered something that Friday. It didn't take long before the little dog was barking away at the little kid, who was also barking. It was a "constant diet" of the type, where the dogs were trying to get each other's attention because they wanted to play with the other pet.

Fridayry, meanwhile, was far more subdued and usually consisted of "boredom" or "sleeping." The dogs seemed content, making noises and running around.

It was a big hit for the kids who were chasing after the dogs, and the animal require some calm and quietness.

The newspaper story was also accompanied by a photo of a black cat and a little kid playing with a dog.

The Oklahoma Journal

Apologies for the blurriness of the image, but I hope this helps! Let me know if you need anything else.
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Women's Wear Store

Monsters Meet Giant Enters Race

65% reductions on finest wash-and-wear and permanent press cotton
SUMMER SHIFTS
Sale ... $3.89

One timely special purchase will save you a big 38% on mine!
PANT DRESSES
Reg. $7.99
Sale ... $5.00

Take 25% Off the Ticket Price Right Now!

Dillard's

Summer Weight
SPORT COATS

$29.96  $55.00

Men's Top Quality
Dresses and Pant Dresses

$7.99  $11.99

Save $4.

Cool savings of 34% to 58% on Junior Bra Dresses and Pant Dresses

Shop Dillard's Brownings Saturday to 5 a.m. 10 p.m.

Our nearest store is...
Science Foundation Head Looks To Future

Jacklin (70) Sneaks Into British Lead

Dillard's
TRUCKLOAD SALE
Gigantic Savings of 20% to 50%

NO MONEY DOWN ON CONTRACT TAKE YEARS TO PAY

Save a Big 38% on Simmons' finest luxury Mattress & Box Springs

Check this list for greater than ever Savings-each item drastically reduced to move out Fast!

Check this list of Major Appliances - Color TV's - Air Conditioners - for Bigger & Better Values! 1 Day Only

Kansan Snares Feature

Bachelors III Still Unsold

Montreal Explodes By Mets

Phil's Burst Dumps Cubs

Indy Slams 89ers

'First-Timers' Top NL Stars

NL All-Star Voting

The Atlanta Journal

Final Round Qualifiers

MAMATH RETURNS TO JETS

Shops Saturday 10 'To 6; PM Shepherd Mall N.W., 23rd & Villis.
**CONVENTION CENTER**

**FREE PARKING**

**CE 2010 • OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9 SUNDAYS 1 TO 7**

**EYANS HOME FINISHING • 800 SOUTH WESTERN**

Get your free pizza in the showroom.

Get your free pizza in the showroom.

**Showtime**

**Boots 'n Saddles**

New from Kroehler

**Home Finishing**

**SALE**

$2.00000

**ANNUAL SUMMER**

$2.00000

**ANNUAL SUMMER**

$2.00000